INTRODUCnON
The first Interim Report for the current contract defined the segment of the overall V/STOL propulsion system problem to be considered during the remainder of the program. The general procedure to be followed was also outlined. It was indicated that the character of the flows in V/STOL propulsion configurations would be carefully Investigated and that these flows would be examined in relation to the demonstrated as well as the potential capabilities of flow field computation methods.
The volume of documentation generated in even these restricted areas of study is overwhelming. However, it was and is believed that a significant sample of this literature should be reviewed and evaluated, and that the opinions and counsel of some of the sources of this literature should be obtained, both on an organizational level and on an individual basis.
In the case of the literature it was decided that unclassified reports of United States and foreign government-funded research and development projects should be examined as well as the engineering and scientific journal and technical society papers published in directly-related fields.
In this interim report the arbitrarily made decision was to publish without detailed evaluation a grouped list of relevant Journal papers only.
There were a number of reasons for this choice, but a primary one is associated with the fundamental nature of journal publication. The first element of this reasoning is that the individual authors and organizational 
